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Bill Coakley  00:00
Products that have no ERP system that might be planning on Excel that might have
everything that they do outsource to CMOS. And what and the important thing versus
recognize is helping them understand what is industry standard and best practice for
them, and what the future for them would look like as they mature and develop. Okay, so
here's a slide about CTSM update, I wasn't sure of if Hans and Dave was going to speak to
this.

Dan Silva  00:47
I think he built his head, oh,

Bill Coakley  00:51
Dan, I

Dan Silva  00:52
need to kick it off. And that's you know Hans had introduced himself as heading up the
consortium. So there may be maybe some questions there. I'll just maybe take a few
minutes, talk through it. And of course, David, David being on the call, we can add more
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here. But fundamentally, this is sort of a consortium update in terms of what's going on.
And the consortium is now almost fully up and running. One of the first things they did,
and I think it went over really well. It showed actually the

Luke Moyer  01:27
the amount of work. Hey, Dan, we're having a little bit of trouble here in your book. Could
you could you speak up a little bit?

Dan Silva  01:33
Oh, boy. Let's try to you guys tell me if that's better?

Devendra Mishra  01:38
Yeah, better.

Dan Silva  01:41
Okay. Now, it's loud, but it's good. Okay. So, so the consortium is up and running. And the
first thing they did was we really had some enablement sessions, which were aligned
around the different solution areas. So CTSM has organized the solution into four
modules, study master, forecasting, make and deliver. So those are the like the four
different solution areas. So in the three enablement sessions, they covered the four
solution areas, I think study master and demand planning, were lumped in together. But
that gave everybody an orientation over how the design is structured, from a scope
perspective, as well as modular perspective. And we were able to take some comments as
well, them, then we started off what we're calling the explore workshops. And the first one,
I think, back ago about maybe a week or two ago. But the idea was to talk through what
are the innovations, and to cover them from a business perspective, as well as the
technology perspective, the the ongoing plan is that we're going to be kicking off what
we're going to call discover workshops, which we'll get into some of the design decisions.
So now we can be much more targeted in the conversation as we feel like we've got folks
up to speed. And the consortium itself will continue to grow. I think right now we're listing
17 companies, some of them I know are being on boarded. And for folks on this call the
really the bottom point, that's probably most interesting, because as we look into, you
know, the different areas where we're looking for industry, industry inputs, I think Bill's
done a really good job of listing a couple of different areas in terms of what what would
be some, some needs there in terms of study design, level of CMO integration, the non
hierarchy study, certainly, as well. So our sessions here with what we do with some of the
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webinars, I think, actually, I looked at our webinar topics, and I could see, you know, the
one that's being targeted for maybe, I think it's called best practices and forecasting and
demand planning would cover a couple of these, as well as the second one is really
targeted towards CMO integration, and then something like, you know, just labeling and
packaging, but spread across both of those in terms of enabling capabilities. So I think
that's kind of where, you know, the two groups would would interact is that these are
some of the some of the requirements that want to be understood and taken into account
as as this products been designed. Hans, you want to cover anything else in terms of what
the what the plans are going forward. Anything maybe I missed?

Hans Heesakkers  04:32
No, yeah, you covered it pretty well. We had in the meanwhile, we had another discover
workshop this week. But that's so we have different we have two different types of
workshops, perhaps three, depending on the level of participation. The explore workshops
are the more strategic ones. This cover workshops are more process oriented. So the
process oriented workshops also running we started with demand planning there. And we
will have a feedback of what we actually already realized in a new system on demand
planning in the Explore workshop end of this month. Other than that, yeah, it's pretty
much it, we have an agenda for, for the upcoming workshops coming. So on average, we
have one per week. So it's pretty heavy cadence.

Bill Coakley  05:24
Okay, thank you, Hans and Dan, just a couple more points about the CTSM that I found
very interesting. The first was, I think it was communicated the first meeting that we had,
that there are, I believe, three IRT companies that are in the Tenthpin consortium. With the
recognition that IOT is a integral part of many clinical studies in terms of containing
important data for planning important data for managing or understanding how much
inventory you have or where your inventory might be. The I after that call where that was
discussed, I actually reached out to Mary Jo, from tops. And because during the call I had,
I had thought to myself, you know, I know for at least places I've worked. Not every study
had IRT and I didn't know if that was just a fluke from where I worked, or how common
that was in the industry. And I remember Guilia, who's on this, who unfortunate couldn't
make today's call, but they're also on our steering committee, pointing out that they rely
heavily on on other areas of inventory, other than IRT. And Mary Jo, this is a question for
you is, I believe I read something that about 30% of studies are conducted without IRT
was, did I read that correctly? Yeah,

Mary Jo Lamberti  07:19
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Mary Jo Lamberti  07:19
um, but this article was published, like towards the end of 2016, early 2017. So we would
have to redo those numbers we had planned to last year. But you know, with the
pandemic, we weren't able to conduct the study, because we have companies come in
person, and so forth. So anyway, it just didn't work out. But yeah, that's what we found. But
again, I can circulate the article, if that helps.

Bill Coakley  07:49
It might make the job. But I think the point here is that whether the number is 30, 20, or
50? It is it's a significant piece of information to for us to wrap our minds around. Because
if if we're looking for a solution that in requires IRT, then we have to understand that there
that we have to look beyond that. And, and I also think, in what I read Mary Jo, correct me
if I'm wrong, that the survey that you did is was primarily the larger pharmaceutical
companies. And since many of the BSMA members don't even have any ERP system yet
and are smaller than that 30%. Number of could be much higher.

Mary Jo Lamberti  08:50
Yeah, it was like the top 25. Yeah, companies. Yeah. Yeah.

Bill Coakley  08:55
So and then, the other point to this was, I asked Hans, the question, you know, besides IRT
companies, other what other types of CMOs are you in discussions with knowing that one
of the underlying concepts of the of this CTSM, and what I hope to be the industry
standard, is that whatever information or data that you need, is available in the cloud.
Which would mean meeting information not just from IRT suppliers, but other suppliers,
whether it be drug product API, distributors, couriers or whatever, and the Hans correct
me if I'm wrong, I believe you said that you are now in discussions with a drug product
manufacturer and a distributor.

Hans Heesakkers  10:03
Yeah, we have on boarded actually at the moment. Oh, actually, we have one edition
today. So now we have two CTMO's in the consortium, focusing on packaging and
distribution, mostly, in one occasion, it's also doing competitor sourcing coming into the
equation. So that could be considered drug product. They're not actually producing it, but
they are basically the wholesaler of the competitor. So yeah, important with those
companies it's mostly the right sizing, right. So to interface with them is not a big problem.
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But they obviously have a lot of skill on paper. And also, our solutions might be too large,
or let's say big industry solutions might be too large, for smaller CTMOs and be costly. So
we we like their feedback and actually started talking with them about right sizing a
solution for CMO integration.

Dan Silva  11:03
Yeah,

Hans Heesakkers  11:03
I would like to lose another couple of words, if time permits Bill on the on the IRT thing
that you mentioned before? does not permit or excuse me,

Bill Coakley  11:13
yes, yes, go ahead. Okay.

Hans Heesakkers  11:16
So IRT is basically your external supply management system, right? So and what it also
does is a piece of the randomization. So in the case of kit based randomization, you have
your kits randomization lists, your patient randomization list and the connection between
the patient belonging to a certain treatment group, and the kits belonging to a certain kit
type is made in IRT. If you don't have an IRT system, there's two ways in my opinion to
resolve this issue. First is the traditional way is to have use basically give the random
number only to a patient. So the kits gets the random number of the patient. And within
that kit, there's a number of visit packs. That that relates to what we normally in the users
medication kits in IRT. With that, it becomes more let's say, the distribution chain becomes
fatter, there's more inventory in the distribution chain, makes, which makes it more
expensive. But in the end, you need to weigh either, do I do it this way and creates more
expensive inventory in my distribution chain Or do I pay an also expensive IRT system?
That's what you weigh. Now there is a way in the middle. And that is some companies kind
of do where I would name it an IRT by Excel, right? So they are mimicking an IRT system
themselves, rather than to do it this traditional way. So that type of input is what we're still
looking for in the consortium. So if there's people who want to engage explaining on how
they do that, I would be extremely interested.

Bill Coakley  13:00
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Bill Coakley  13:00
Thank you, Hans. I know that, at least in Marc Trombella, from BioMarin can speak to this
better than I can, that I know that BioMarin, much of the management of the inventory,
was information extracted from their distributors, the Katelyn, Fisher, Almacs of the world.

Marc Trombella  13:25
Yeah, that's correct. Bill, we actually implemented a file transfer system for updating our
Oracle system that runs it. Every night, they send the inventory balances over, but that's
correct. Yeah, they also have a portal that you can log into, to extract that out. Especially
the shipping information, that's one thing that we don't have is the netting of the
inventory out of our Oracle system directly from the sales order or the shipping orders. So
we will use that quite often for extracting that information.

Hans Heesakkers  14:06
Does that involve the ship to Depo only also to ship to site, Marc?

Marc Trombella  14:10
ship to site, yeah, to get that information. Okay. So we've highlighted that is one gap that
we don't have directly in our ERP system, and we rely heavily on the portal system that we
use to get that information.

Hans Heesakkers  14:28
Okay, thanks. Okay. So you know, the guy who programmed with that Katelyn.

Bill Coakley  14:38
Okay, thank you. Okay. So the survey results. You know, most of you actually all of you are
aware that a survey was sent out shortly after our January call, asking people to rank the
topics in terms of their level of interest. And what was interesting is, you know, the top two
listed here, for all interest purposes, were a tie it was hands down, firing above got more,
more attention of interest, then the next tiers. And then the next four topics, what I put as
a second tier, were firing above, outweighing the third tier, and the fourth tier really didn't
get a lot of generate a lot of interest. So I put it in this way for the for obvious reasons of
helping us carve out, you know, where the we want to focus our attention on. And you also
noticed that I included some comments, some of which came from people who voted a
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couple of which came from me. So for example, on the clinical forecasting, I actually
reached out to Jon Paras, and said, Jon, you know, what do you what do you think about
combining some of the capabilities of IRT in EDC into this topic? Because it's because
perhaps there's some input from one that is useful to consider when doing forecasting.
And, Jon, I think you had an answer to that question.

Jon Paras  16:53
Yeah, thanks, Bill. So I know that it may depend on on what you have as a business
process at your respective sponsor company. But I know that typically, IRT is looked at for,
for forecasting, but I do think that EDC, which is a source of, of much of the clinical data
that's out there gets cleaned, there might be different ways to use that as as your stores
really for forecasting. But I do agree that we probably could combine parts of that
together, just because it really may depend on on how sponsors have their system set up. I
know other sponsors actually have CTMS, which also could be a system that might be
used, but I think when you actually look at, at like, what is the system, which is really a
source of truth, it's really EDC.

Bill Coakley  17:44
Yeah, yeah. And thanks for saying that Jon. Because that was one area that was always a
black hole for me the EDC in particular. And as I got to learn a little more about EDC, and
began to realize that, hey, you know, EDC stores, potential patients, or potential countries,
or screen fill your information that may have some analytics behind it, that could help
predict maybe better than the inputs that I, I had information about, for, for forecasting
sites, in patience, that really was, as I said, a black hole for me where I worked. And I
wasn't sure whether that was just for my lack of experience in knowledge of what EDC can
do, or has been able to do for other companies. But that was sort of my my attempt by
putting it in the comment here of, of finding out whether or not this is an opportunity for
improving practices, if nothing else wanted to companies I worked at, but maybe for
many others in the industry who aren't aware of what I know. You and Derek from Amgen,
have a lot of information and knowledge about

Jon Paras  19:16
and Bill, I'll add one thing, which reason why EDC probably has not been used in the past
is because typically EDC as a system that's used to collect patient data. And oftentimes,
it's not entered in a timely fashion. I know that that's one of the pain points, clinical sites
entering the data much later than an actual patient visit. So I think that's why it's been
steered away from I know coming from from Amgen, they're really good at kind of
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enforcing rules to ensure that data is put in in a timely fashion. So there might be some
sort of combination between EDC, IRT there there's there has to be a solution. It's just a
and what's the best but I also think that it may depend on on a sponsor business process
as well.

Bill Coakley  20:01
Yeah. Yeah. Thank you, Jon. So anyway, rising to the top, almost as a tie in one day that
was at the top, the next day, the second one there was at the top, and they kept switching
as new members were joining and feeding me their votes, was best practices for clinical
forecasting and demand planning, and integrating clinical trials network for real time
inventory management into the ecosystem. And this is really all about what Hans was
alluding to earlier. And what the consortium is, is pioneering, which is enabling companies
to have access to real time data on the cloud, for making more timely and informed
decisions. So so as mentioned by Hans in the CTSM consortium, they now have not just
the pharmaceutical members in the consortium, but now a handful of IRT suppliers, and
packaging and distributors. And depending on how this goes, I suspect that when the
whole processes mapped out, one would, one might see that in order to have a true end
to end, you might need API manufacturers, drug manufacturers, just couriers maybe EDC,
depending on how this goes. So the question becomes, in order to form a group to discuss
what does best practice look like? It begs the question, Who should we include and I'm
going to jump to the next slide rather than get an answer to the question here. And now
but I'm, I'm sort of planting a seed here, that after we talk about some of the things that
I'm going to talk about the next slide, and we then talk about, okay, how do we achieve
the desired results of that I shown in that charter slide. We meaning that our steering
committee has a lot of subject matter experts in a lot of areas, but maybe not in all the
areas that are necessary in order to achieve desired results. So I'll pause for a second, go
to the next slide and then and then circle back to that question, Who should we include?
The second tier has a lot of very interesting subject matter, as does the third. When we
talk about, you know, what is it that what's within our scope for 2021? I, it's fair to say
we're not going to be able to address every topic of every tier. But it's, we'd like to think
that if we are able to reach out beyond just the folks on this call to the resources within
your your respective organizations, and maybe resources of people we want to tap into
outside of the steering committee, we can tackle more than just the top one or two tiers
here. A particular because even on tier three, there's very important topics that I think
many people have expressed interest in wanting to cover. One example being normalizing
the lessons learned from operation warp speed. So as to sort of get our energies flowing to
talk about Okay, what are we going to do with this information? And we've talked about,
you know, what topics we would like to address. Some things to consider is one the
audience that we would be approaching would range from the smallest startups and
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virtual companies using Excel to larger organization. Having mature processes and
systems. So putting it another way, gathering the most mature organizations to put
together best practices might not necessarily be the best approach approach to identify
what the best practices and solutions are for the companies that are not at that level of
maturity. So, let's consider that when we talk about who should be, you know, what does
the end result look like? And who should be the participants in designing what these
solutions look like to companies need good processes before implementing systems
solutions sort of the same comment is the is the first one is many bar members are
planning off Excel and perhaps aren't ready nor perhaps even should be ready yet for
implementing system solutions. But we need to help them understand what does a good
process look like given their stage of maturity, to we talked in our first call about webinars
and conferences, and yes, this is one of the goals of our BSMA is to have webinars and
conferences for helping share what what best practices and industry standard is, but
more is needed to achieve desired results. Having just the webinar and then expecting
that that's gonna put a have a permanent effect in the industry, I think it's short sighted.
So the question becomes, do we want to establish I'm not sure the best word one person,
actually, the vendor called it a swim lane teams. Others might call it SME subject matter
expert teams but do we want to pick some of the topics that were identified in the last
slide, and encourage a few people who, who either are subject matter experts, or who
within the organization have subject matter experts and come back with with either a
combination of a webinar, or a roundtable or conference or white paper, or whatever they
are. Again, I'm going to circle back to these, these questions after I go through them all
and, and open it up for discussion on this. Who should be on these teams? Should we
include CMOs and solution providers? So next steps, select the teams and timelines for top
tier topics. So I've done enough talking here and what I really like to do now is to open up
the discussion and get your everyone's ideas on, you know, now that we know the topics
and the pain points. And the you know, who the audiences are that we might want to
tackle? How do we get how do we achieve the desired results? So,

Luke Moyer  28:46
quick, quick question. All right. So like if we take a look at one of these topics, best
practices for clinical forecasting, or what have you, alright. How do we want our folks to
be different after participating in in this? What is what's the what's the target or what's
the, you know, after I attend this webinar, or these workshops, or whatever we sort of end
up landing on how am I gonna be different as an attendee, or participant, what's the
what's the goal there? Well,

Bill Coakley  29:22
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I hope I'm not going to be the only one to answer this question, but I'll take a stab at it is,
is there. The idea here is to feed off each other. And to that you may have one way of
doing things that maybe others aren't aware of, or vice versa, but at the end of the day, as
as for example, inside your company, matures and development I know one of the things
you're working on is you're in the early stages of implementing SAP. And in order to sort of
apply insights, processes into that solution, you may find that the way you're doing certain
things today doesn't easily fit into their solution. And if you can, if, you know, this is how
other companies do it, this is the industry standard, you can start migrating how you do
things today, you know, it might be how do you do forecasting today, How do you do
S&OP today, you know, how do you, you know, how do you do reconcile the study
information today, that if, if you know, what the industry standards are, and if the ERP
solution providers know this is how most companies do this, or do that, or this is how they
do, you know, just in time or whatever the case may be, then you will more easily migrate
from your manual process to an to an ERP solution. And the ERP providers will more easily
know how to design their solution based on how most companies perform their activities.

David Volk  31:46
So, Bill, if I could add, I mean, I think, historically, what we've done as an industry is we've
used these, these forums that sort of share a practice sharing. And I think what we all
want to try to move towards and migrate towards is, we're not just practice sharing, but
we're establishing and agreeing collectively on standards, obviously, we're part of a larger
ecosystem, many, many people, many, many companies. But if we can get enough critical
mass together in various forums, such as BSMA, such as this SAP consortium, as a
Tenthpin consortium, we can then say, Okay, here are the standards that we all agree on,
because they're best practices. And those standards may include tiers of maturity. So it's
not just saying, okay, we're all gonna operate at certain level. But along every level have a
tier of maturity here are the data standards and the process standards. And then those
data and process standards get operationalized when they're implemented in vendor
systems and processes and whatnot. And so I think collectively over time, we use that to,
to all agree on the way we're going to operate as an industry. And it makes it easier for all
of us to exchange information and operate. And so I think that's the goal of this.

Luke Moyer  32:58
That was well put, David, I think that makes a lot of sense.

Devendra Mishra  33:04
Wanting to play back to the specific question you asked, because I have some great
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things that I just want to put it together with our webinars where you try to bring solutions
to well defined problems. Let's say the problem was labeling and packaging across
countries in the world. So let's say we had this webinar for an hour, four or five experts,
expressed the solutions, identified the problems, people interacted, and then the outcome
of the webinar is a call to action. And the call to action is, hey, those of you who are
interested in taking this forward, call it a swim lane, call it a work stream. Now we're
gonna really survey that area of opportunity. We're gonna look at what we do
comparative evaluation, what's out there. We look at best practices and ultimately come
up with standards, as was mentioned, that, to me, is what he was saying earlier. What is
the follow up to webinar it's not a one shot deal. It's the opening of an ongoing effort,
where some executives on both sides, the drug manufacturer and the service provider,
come together with research organizations with academia and arrive at best business
processes and standards. So that's what I want to play back to you

Bill Coakley  35:01
Okay, any other comments, opinions, recommendations out there?

Hans Heesakkers  35:14
I think if we're going to some kind of standards definition and agreement, I think rule
number one should be that we adhere to standards already existing, that would be a
good one. And also, perhaps refined models that are already there. So, in particular, I'm
thinking about the TMF reference model from the where chapter six is about investigation
of products. And I think there, we can pick up on a level sub artifacts with I certainly could
bring in there the the artifacts that we would have in the CTSM system of SAP. And we
could put them in there and then bring them up for discussion, right, and then see, which
would be just things different, or we could do it like that. So again, I would love to stick
with standards or being already there, rather than to reinvent them. I would enhance the
trial refer the TMF reference model that we are already agreed on. And I think it fits. I
think we're just going one level lower. And I could certainly bring in there to some artifacts
that we are using in CTSM. And then we can find some kind of an agreement. Right? So
what needs to be split up down different or whatever?

Bill Coakley  36:42
Thank you, Hans. So where does the stand do these standards exist?

Hans Heesakkers  36:51
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different places, probably the right word.

David Volk  36:55
If I could give a rec.. recommendations, Bill, it would be to not get too worried about that,
you know, where they exist, where they're documented. For now, I see a lot of teams
getting kind of wrapped around this topic and it slows us down a lot. If we can, you know,
collectively as teams agree on certain points. And obviously, next up a great next step in
terms of formalizing it and is is to find a place to put it and document it. But the first step
is to gain alignment.

Bill Coakley  37:26
Okay, all right, I think alignments here. Which means we can go to the second step. So
find a place. So Mary Jo or Susan, is this is more or less falling into your line of work? Do
you have places for, for storing this information that you think might be helpful?

Mary Jo Lamberti  38:00
The best way for us is just putting it out in an article. What we found is there there's a lot
of variation whenever we do a study. And everyone claims they know what best practices
are. But then when you put everyone's perspective together, they're all over the map. So
and then everyone will say, well, TransCellular, it has it, and then you go to TransCellular
and they only have limited members, they're all the top companies, the smaller ones can't
buy into it or you go to GCSG, that's like a global clinical supply group. And they, they
have some of it, but they don't have all of it. So it's all piecemeal. So for us just publishing
an article or a white paper to put out you know, what we think best practices are often
works. And you know that that would be my suggestion. I don't know if Susan has
anything else. You're on mute.

Susan Bain  39:11
I know I i totally agree with you, Mary Jo, every everybody well, not everybody, but a lot
of companies, especially small companies think they have have it figured out but then
when they go to put it into practice, it's totally different. So

Bill Coakley  39:30
okay, thank you. Mary Jo, is it safe to say that you actually maintain a library of part
published articles that and I'm wondering whether that library has a glossary, so to speak,
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that if put together one could see a list of what subjects are what subjects where their
articles have been published? Yeah,

Mary Jo Lamberti  40:07
we've done some work. They would be on the website and mostly it's been myself and and
can get some where the primaries that have done the work in this area. So you can
search, you know, by that. Yeah, those those would be the best ways to look.

Devendra Mishra  40:29
Okay, thank you.

Bill Coakley  40:31
Okay. So if we go back to the survey results, and we talk about the, the two top tier
subjects. And if we go back to the Devendra's comments that, you know, let's entertain,
perhaps doing a webinar on on starting with these first two. And then, after the webinar, a
call to action, and then using that information, combined with whatever information
already exists to achieve the desired results. What do you what do you think about doing
it that way, maybe having start with pick one of these to have the other one on deck, to
do maybe a quarter late, you know, a quarter later. And using that is a model, and we'll
end depending on how that works. We can tweak it, adjust it make it better. So until we
get some sort of, of recognized routine that sort of fits and works and helps us get to
where we want to be thoughts on that or ideas on maybe doing it a better way than what
I've described.

Luke Moyer  42:21
Here because I think it's, I think it's a good question. And maybe it's maybe I'm struggling
a little bit just talking in the abstraction. So if we were to say, okay, we're, we're how do we
apply these these ideas that we're thinking about to this first topic, all right. So for the
best practices of clinical forecasting and demand planning, right, so so, that so so, just just
so I'm clear, what you're suggesting here is right, all right. The, the webinar is, is based
upon what this group collectively sees as the things that are the the the standards, or the
the gold standard for those approaches, either this group or a subsection of this group.
Okay. Okay. And then from there, we say, Okay, here, here are the resources or the sort of
available literature, industry references that we can use to sort of point to as as where
these standards might exist. And then the call to action is.
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Bill Coakley  43:34
Yeah, yeah. So let me help help me out here. Thanks, Luke. So here's a thought, sorry, I'm
not trying..., is a thought. Before this call is over, I'm going to say, do I have any volunteers
who want to be to help be part of a webinar on subject one or subject two then after the
call, I'm going to reach out to people who may be too shy to volunteer and encourage
them to be part of this webinar. So so the message there is, if you don't volunteer during
this call, doesn't mean you're off the hook, because I'm going to get you one way or the
other. Then ask that group of people to talk amongst themselves, maybe they will identify
some other people that they consider subject matter experts who they want to bring in.
I'm going to encourage that group to research what are the common standards you
know, reach out to the toughs articles, or whatever other literature or white papers they
exist, and then they will do a webinar or maybe we'll pick one of them for ideally maybe in
about six weeks from now. And and they will do the webinar. and then rather than just
going away after the webinar was done, holding on to that subject matter, and helping the
industry, you know, get get continuing to get the word out. So that the so that becomes
more and more recognized in. And maybe it's, it's a work in process that maybe what
you've done can become even better, maybe what you've done at the webinar is helped
identify what the, what the sub with best practice is for maybe one type of one type of
company, but maybe it left out the virtual startups. And they need a little more hand
holding. So I know I'm rambling on here, but basically, this is, you know, it's whatever we
see, of what we think we need to I'm not gonna come here now and dictate what it is. It's,
you know, I need everybody's collective brains and input and, and participation, for this to
work. But, Bill, I

David Volk  46:22
think that's, that's a good approach, right. The first step is to mobilize the team. I think
that's fair, that's appropriate. So I'll go ahead and get us kicked off on that for you. So I
volunteer to contribute to the first either of the first two or both. I probably don't have the
bandwidth to, you know, be a sort of active researcher and, and kind of leader of any of
this stuff. But I'm happy to advise and consult based on what I've seen in other industry
conversations. Thank you.

Luke Moyer  46:48
I am happy to help out to, Bill.

Bill Coakley  46:52
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Okay. Do you have a preference on which topic?

Luke Moyer  46:55
I think I'm really sort of in, you know, more heavily focused on the forecasting piece now.
So that would be the my preference.

Bill Coakley  47:04
Okay. And Marc Trombella, I just hear, you volunteer for ....

Marc Trombella  47:09
Yeah, sure. Put me down. Okay, we're actually going through an upgrade right now on our
infamous forecasting system. So.

Bill Coakley  47:20
Okay. And as I said, if I don't hear your name, now, I'm going to call you in the next few
days. So before, you may want to save me the trouble of calling you and volunteer right
now.

Dan Silva  47:33
You can drop me in on the first one. I think I sent you a message.

Bill Coakley  47:37
Yeah, thank you.

Dan Silva  47:38
I got some perspective... significant challenges there.

Bill Coakley  47:44
Okay. Nice to get maybe one or two more on forecasting, and then a handful on the other
subject. It would be also nice to get somebody who does not have a computer solution yet
on to this.
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Luke Moyer  48:10
That's a great idea.

Bill Coakley  48:11
So Ryan Mills, if you're still on the call,

Ryan Mills  48:15
I'm here, Bill. I had a feeling you were gonna look my way. Yeah, I'm kind of in the same
boat as Dave, I think that relatively limited bandwidth but but happy to participate and
consultant share my experiences and ideas that I can support both. I'm happy to do
forecasting and the inventory piece.

Bill Coakley  48:34
Okay.

Amy  48:37
Let me ask, this is Amy. What will this webinar look like? I mean, will it be work ahead of
time to get a really, you know, concrete set of slides together saying what our best
practices are, will it be a discussion, examples?

Bill Coakley  48:56
What's.., it shouldn't take a lot of work is the short answer. And I know that many webinars
or roundtables identical be either or is you get this group together, you ask them to come
up with something, you plant the seed, they say, I want to ask me this question and they
will have an answer to it. So the facilitator would basically ask each of the panelists, you
know, tell me what you want to talk about what you're comfortable talking about. I will
pitch that question to you. So if there's maybe so a facilitator just needs to have, you
know, no more than half dozen questions that they know it's somebody on the webinar is
capable of speaking too, that's one approach that's moving around table approach. And
then the webinar is, maybe somebody just already has a lot of information that they just
need to polish up in and take, you know, and maybe each of them takes, you know, five or
10 minutes each to present something that maybe they've already presented at another
event or internally or whatever, it could be either or.
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Amy  50:28
And then who is the audience for it? Is it the world of clinicals supply managers, people
who work in this field or is it this team?

Bill Coakley  50:36
It will be, no won't be, it's well beyond this team, it will be obvious BSMA members, every
anybody that this group wants to forward the invite to Hans correct me if I'm wrong, we
would like to include the CTSM consortium members. So yeah, so it, you know, I would
expect that there would be at least 50, maybe even 100 people who could listen to this, to
these events,

Amy  51:11
I'll volunteered to be a part of the first one, the demand planning forecast.

Bill Coakley  51:18
Great, okay. Okay, so I think we're, we're running out of time, now we have run out of time.
But I think we pretty much achieved what the desired result was for today's meeting. So
I'm sort of summarizing here that what we want to be able to do is, you know, I'll continue
to schedule our steering committee meetings, I can't do one every month. But I will put
one on the schedule for the just like today's. The, the third Thursday of March, I will reach
out to those of you who have volunteered to be part of these, what I'm calling either a
webinar or a round table. And, and then try to see if I could sort of lay the groundwork for
for the entire calendar year, which would mean maybe at the most one round table or
webinar or quarter and then two conferences. We have our annual conference in Q4 that
many of you familiar with it has been done, you know, for many, many years now. But
there's also talk about a virtual conference in April that we're just beginning to, to plan. So
I don't have a lot of information to share with you right now. But for our next month's
meeting, there will be more information about all everything you see on this slide. So next
meeting will be Thursday, March 18. Same time it's too soon for me to say when the first
webinar will be so don't pay too much attention to that date. Other than hoping that we
can get it done in the not too distant future.

Luke Moyer  53:30
Sounds great.
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Bill Coakley  53:31
And any other business okay, going once, going twice. Thank you, everybody. Thank you.
You the last one on the call Devendra. Is that you and me? I think it's just you and me. So
that is Alright, stop recording.

Devendra Mishra  54:27
Okay.
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